3/6/2013 Innovations in Teen Spaces Question Log
Questions from Live DEMCO Event as answered by Kim Bolan Cullin & Janet
Nelson

	
  
Q: How may I get a certificate of attendance?
A: You should have received an email following the live webinar that documented your
attendance. Please let us know if you need further documentation by contacting us at
webinar@demco.com .
Q: Will this PowerPoint be available online after program is over?
A: Yes, it is available online at http://www.demco.com/goto?webinar_5
Q: We would like to see a sample PowerPoint of how to get input from teens.
A: The PowerPoint is available online at http://www.demco.com/goto?webinar_5
Q: Does Demco sell white board tables for diner, booth style seating?
A: High-pressure laminate with dry-erase properties is available and can be used on
tabletops. Most tables could have this material applied upon request, just contact the
Demco Interiors team at 800-747-7561.
Q: Is all the furniture - seating provided by Demco?
A: While Demco has an extraordinarily large offering of furniture and seating, they did
not supply all of the furniture shown in Kim’s examples. Some of the other products Kim
uses and shows in her presentation are from Agati, Steelcase, KI, Nienkamper, ICF,
Aceray, and VS, just to name a few.
Q: Who are your favorite vendors besides Demco?
A: There were many vendors highlighted within the presentation and their web addresses
were included in the PowerPoint presentation. Again, Kim uses a variety of products and
vendors for her products including, but not limited to, Palmieri, Agati, Steelcase, KI,
Nienkamper, ICF, Aceray, Fixtures Furniture, Allermuir, Bretford, and VS, just to name a
few. Some of these vendors are available from Demco and some are not.
Q: In the library spaces you have worked on, have you incorporated furniture that
has power outlets to charge their phones, laptops, etc? Do you see this as a growing
trend?
A: There are numerous furniture options available that include power outlets. Depending
upon your needs, the Demco furniture team can offer solutions for tables, lounge
seating, power poles and more. This is a growing trend as there are more mobile devices
needing access to power. The biggest thing to remember when using furniture with
electrical outlets is that you need to plan for a power source in your furniture layouts.
Currently, Kim is planning one project with power in the furniture. The chairs are from
the Motiv series from Bretford. http://bretford.com/category/seating/soft-seating/motivseating/. More commonly, clients are purchasing “regular” seating and properly planning
their spaces with ample outlets to accommodate easy plug-in to walls, floors, etc. without
having to stretch cords across the room.
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Q: I'm in a K-12 school and we are starting the process to design a library expansion.
I want to make sure that my high school students have a teen space that meets all of
their needs without having to share with younger students. Any advice for working
with architects?
A: The most important thing is to choose an architect who fits well with your organization
and is interested in collaborating not only with the staff and administration, but also the
students. This collaboration and partnership is vital so the architect truly understands
the needs and goals of all who will use the space. The more prepared and
knowledgeable you are in regard to planning and defining your needs and goals, the
better. Be prepared to present information that supports these needs and goals,
especially in a visual way. The more you show them what you want, the better the
communication and the more influence you can have with your architect. Many
architectural partners are also willing to do design charettes with the teaching staff and
the students so that they (and you) can better understand everyone’s needs.
Q: Can you tell me a bit more about the glass walls mentioned earlier? Are they
soundproof? Where do you get them?
A: There were a couple different types of walls discussed in the presentation. The walls in
the Plainfield Public Library (IN) were partially drywall and partially glass. Moveable glass
wall options are available from DIRTT http://www.dirtt.net/, KI
http://www.ki.com/products/products.aspx?sitecat=98, and a variety of other vendors.
These wall systems are floor to ceiling and will not completely soundproof the room but
different levels of insulating glass is designed to substantially reduce the transfer of
noise.
Q: My question is we have a separate room for our teens however the ceiling is very
high which creates a bad echo what would help with diminish the noise?
A: There are several different ways to improve the acoustics of a space including
carpeting the floors with carpet tile and adding decorative panels to the walls that have
acoustic properties. Depending upon budget, there are also options for ceiling hanging
options that add interest to the spaces as well as reducing noise. Some examples include
ICF http://www.icfsource.com/, Acoustical Solutions
http://www.prweb.com/releases/2012/12/prweb10275793.htm or Armstrong
http://www.armstrong.com/commceilingsna/products/ceilings/clouds-and-canopies/_/NcZ1z141ae. Movable acoustical partitions for separating various areas can also be
extremely helpful. Again, there are many products on the market. A few to consider are
BuzziSpace www.buzzispace.com/products and VersiPanel
www.portablepartitions.com/versipaneltm-portable-partition.
Q: You mentioned the colors – what are the most popular colors you have used in
products?
A: Great question, but definitely not an easy one to answer. There really are no one or
two popular colors. It really varies from person to person, group to group, location to
location. The best thing to do is to ask your group of teens what they like and dislike.
Show them a variety of teen space images or even just some general decorating photos
and get their feedback.
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Q: Small Space - small library - How to create that third place for teens - on a budget.
Noise is a factor - need to mute the carryover.
A: As mentioned in the presentation, to create a truly successful third place for teens in a
small library, you have to do more than dedicate a bookcase to their collection and
purchase a few chairs. The truly successful small libraries of the 21st century are
reinventing their entire libraries to be third spaces for teens and adults alike. Making
your entire library teen-friendly is the key and it doesn’t have to cost a lot to be
successful. Create a warm and welcoming environment by incorporating color, having
friendly and knowledgeable staff, and weeding out the dead collection to open up floor
space and to create bookstore-like displays. If you have money to spend, invest it in
updating “traditional” furnishings with more comfortable and up-to-date furniture and
portable acoustical panels as described previously in the Q&A. Also, if you have a large
meeting room, consider transforming it into a teen center after school on certain days of
the weeks. This has been another popular approach for small libraries over the years.
Q: What are creative, attractive ways to increase browsability of teen
materials/shelving issues.
A: Weeding the collection, decreasing shelving height, having more face-out materials,
and incorporating good, user-friendly signage are keys to success in better circulating
materials of all kinds. One of the most popular pictures in teen focus group presentations
is the one of the “bookstore-like” display on the low 60 – 66” shelving. For nonfiction, it
is also helpful to present materials by subject. Oftentimes separately displaying high
interest collections (e.g., graphic novels), fiction genres, etc. to make them more easily
accessible will help too.
Q: Creative ways, suggestions to market teen magazines?
A: The MagBox is a great for shelving library magazines for all ages, not just for teens.
See http://www.3branch.com/gallery_products.html or visit Demco’s website and search
magbox. MagBoxes are a clean and effective way to merchandise using standard flat
shelving. They eliminates the messiness as well as the need flip shelving that can be
inflexible and take up huge amounts of space. They also ends the mystery of, “Where are
the back issues?”
If you’re on a budget and have limited space, what about using a curtain rod and curtain
clip rings like what’s shown in the image below?

Wall displays work well too if you have the wall space. There are numerous wire and
acrylic versions available in the marketplace. The one at the right, above is the City
Sunday magazine rack.
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Q: What are some good/creative ways to shelve and market graphic novels?
A: The best way to display and circulate graphic novels is to pull them out of nonfiction
and feature them on their own shelves. Visibility and good signage are key!
Sometimes graphic novels can also be shelved like your magazines in products like the
MagBox (see question on Magazine display). They are great for browsing and come in a
variety of sizes to fit different size materials.
DVD Browsers can also be repurposed for graphic novels if they have adjustable dividers.
See other examples of merchandising options in the images on the next page.

Q: Do you find booths too bulky for libraries with limited space? If so, what is
another viable alternative?
A: Over the years I (Kim) have found that “traditional” booth seating can be a bit
inflexible for most teen spaces, so I’ve transitioned to using bench seating (with or
without backs) with a table (with or without casters) in the middle. The key is to
purchase durable pieces that can move and be rearranged.
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If you have a larger space and aren’t as concerned about the flexibility, a more
permanent corner booth is often popular and can occupy a space that was otherwise
unused.
Q: Having the community help build the space is a big deal, are there any DIY
projects that you've done that the kids can do to literally build their own space?
A: As mentioned in the presentation, teens always take an active role in my teen space
projects, but mostly it is in the planning and decision-making stages. But, I’ve had
situations where the library involved the teens during implementation as well, especially
during painting and decorating stage. A number of DIY examples are on the Flickr site
under “public library teen spaces.” I’ve been collecting images for 10+ years now, so my
memory isn’t always the greatest, but I believe a few specific DIY examples include
Waupaca Public Library (WI), Brewster Ladies’ Library (MA), the Fortuna Branch - Humboldt
County Public Library (CA), the Crete Public Library (NE), and Reuben Hoar Library (MA).
Q: How do we define space boundaries between tweens and older teens?
A: First, let’s define that a “tween” or pre-teen is typically between the ages of 9 and 12.
Teens include 13 and above. As mentioned in the presentation, it is best to include the
tween or pre-teen space as part of a properly zoned children’s space that is completely
separated in proximity to the teen area. A policy that identifies these age groups that
can access each space is helpful and, in many cases, is important for safety issues.
Please refer to Kim’s children’s space presentation for additional details on creating a 21st
century children’s area for ages 0 – 12. It can be accessed through the On Demand
Webinar link at the bottom of the Teen Spaces resource page.
Q: How do you define the space for teens while still welcoming adults into the space
and probably keeping kids out?
A: Again, this depends upon how your community typically uses your library. It also
depends on the safety issues (if any) you face in your library. In larger urban areas where
safety is a concern, teen areas are often physically separated from the rest of the library
and have policies as well as signage that declare the space a “teen only” area. Adults can
access the collection through a staff member.
More commonly, teen areas are typically made accessible to adults when teens are in
school. During afterschool hours and on weekends, the space becomes teen only.
Posting a minimum age of use in the teen area and, most importantly, creating an
interesting and interactive children’s area will help keep younger kids out of the teen
area.
And, last but not least, let’s not forget about creating an overall library environment that
is teen-friendly and adult-friendly. I’m working on a small library project right now and
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the plan is not to have a separate teen space, but to instead create an intergenerational
user-friendly environment for teens and adults. As I mentioned in the presentation, teens
and adults essentially want the same thing in their library – an attractive, comfortable,
friendly environment filled with good materials and technology.
Q: How do you keep adults and (homeless people) out of the teen area?
A: See previous response in regard to adults in the teen area. In regard to homeless
people, the answer is the same. Essentially, it’s a policy / safety issue. Treat all adults
the same in regard to how they use and access the space.
Q: What if I only have room for teens in the main adult room of the library?
A: See the previous answer related to teens and adults in the library. Having the two can
work fine provided you consider your community, the activities that will be taking place
in the area, and how much use the space will get by both teens and adults.
If you plan on trying to carve out a space just for teens within the adult “room,” be very
aware of noise. If you create a separate teen space and it’s successful, noise will surely
follow, which is okay for teens, but not for many adults. Consider wall baffles and/or
partitions that can create space and help alleviate noise issues.
It’s important to create a flexible space that can adapt as needed to accommodate a
variety of activities for teens and adults. Considering holding large teen specific events
and activities in the library’s meeting room space that can be transformed into a
temporary teen area.
Q: How do you address competing "functions" in a multi-functional space (e.g., quiet
study vs. social)?
A: Creating a successful multi-functional library or teen area includes understanding how
to properly “zone” your space in such a way that keeps more social and collaborative
activities as far away as possible from the quiet activities such as individual study,
reading, etc. Oftentimes, rearrangement of stacks/shelving can easily help create these
zones and buffer noise. There are also many furniture products in the marketplace that
can help successfully create these “areas”, even if you have limited floor space/square
footage. Many examples were shown in the presentation.
Also, this is another instance when you may want to consider using other parts of the
library for different activities. Adding quiet study or group study rooms for patron use is
one way to ensure that everyone can pursue the activities they are interested in without
disturbing others.
Q: I hope you can help me with my very traditional library.
A: There are many things you can do in a traditional library that can create a successful
21st century teen library. Integrating some appropriate color (i.e., it doesn’t have to be
bright or neon) to white or beige ones can be one simple thing. Updating furnishings
from a traditional to a “transitional” (or even a contemporary style) can also be very
effective. The Express Branch of the St. Louis Public library
http://www.demcointeriors.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=230:stlouis&catid=40:portfolio-public&Itemid=93 is a great example of a traditional space (it’s
located in the historic Post Office building) that was re-envisioned. They used more
contemporary furnishings to create a fresh and interesting look.
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Q: How much space did you say you need per patron?
A: On average for today’s libraries, most strive for 1 square foot per capita.
Q: It looks like a lounge space sometimes and my question is how is the big screen
used.
A: I believe the project you’re referring to is the Flushing Branch of the Queens Public
Library. The screen in the lounge space shown is used for watching movies, gaming,
group technology instruction, etc. The lockable storage unit below the TV holds
equipment related to the programming.
Q: When kids help plan the space do they get parameters about the space? For
example, do they get to choose from a limited list of chairs, tables, colors, etc.?
A: It is completely acceptable to offer a range of products, colors, etc. that would be
within the budget and comfort level of the overall library. It is extremely important that
the options presented to the teens are acceptable options that can be used in the project
so their selections aren’t rejected and they feel their input is valued and included in the
plan.
Q: Here is an idea for kids choosing space options. We put up a poster with photos
of chairs, rugs, tables, etc. and gave the teens stickers to "vote" on what they liked.
A: This is a great way to solicit feedback from your teens. I love it!
Q: How do you handle things if your administration doesn't truly understand or
believe in a real teen space? I followed all of your suggestions in both of your
books but my admin did whatever they wanted to do. The sad thing is that I am
answerable to the teens that I got very involved in planning the new space that will
open in a few months and have none of their suggestions included.
A: This is a very unfortunate situation. I’ve had a few people come to me over the years
with similar situations. I wish I knew the reasons why they don’t support the concept and
why they chose the path they did. As I tell people over and over, it’s not the
administration’s or the board’s library, it’s the users’ library (kids and teens included).
I’d be happy to talk to you over the phone about the situation and talk strategy. It’s sad
that the administration’s approach will most likely do more harm than good in terms of
the teens and their view of libraries and adults in general. Although, I have no doubt that
with a little brainstorming, you and I can help rectify the situation.
Q: These are fantastic ideas. How do you get your director, management, board
members, etc. on board with including the teens in on the process?
A: My first rule of thumb is that you have to be prepared and have a well thought out
plan! If you want to be taken seriously, you have to come across as being serious and
well prepared. Follow the steps I showed in the presentation. Do your data gathering
and analysis. Make a case for what you want to do. Show the numbers, the impact, and
the facts. Think how administrators and board members think. Talk with others who have
successfully gone through this so you can anticipate where the questions and potential
issues might be. Also, plan out your process for the entire project so you’re prepared
with how you’re going to accomplish A, B, C, etc.
Q: What about flexible space? We are about to use our auditorium as additional teen
space in the afternoons. Best practices?
A: Creating a flex teen space in a meeting room for teens in the afternoon and/or during
certain days or hours during the weekend is a great way to serve teens and to utilize a
space that may otherwise be underutilized. Incorporate furnishings, etc. that are easy-tomove and to store. Flip and nest tables and chairs are wonderful and can be used in a
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meeting room by all users. Anything mobile or fairly light weight can be easily set up
and removed. Consider portable screens as shown in the presentation to create “zones”
for different activities. The Jackson-George Regional Library System Branches (MS) set up
a flex space in one of their branches. You might consider contacting them to get some
ideas of what to do and what not to do. Overall, best practices include whatever works
best for your library. Keep in mind the best utilization of your building is to meet the
needs of those using your library.
Q: The gaming furniture that is being pushed on the market so much lately. Is there
high use/demand for these "gaming" areas?
A: The popularity of these spaces depends upon the teens in your community, but
generally including gaming areas and offering gaming, in general, have been consistently
popular and requested. And, remember, games don’t always need to be video games.
Board games are very popular as well.
Some libraries offer their gaming activities as monthly programming events and
sometimes even have tournaments to include more players. Oftentimes, meeting spaces
are used for these large group activities.
Q: What's the name of the library with the "tech booths"?
A: I believe the photo you’re referring to is from Bournemouth University in the UK. See.
http://business.bournemouth.ac.uk/life/facilities.html There are many versions of the
“tech booth” that can be created at different price points and with a variety of
technologies.
Q: I have an issue with keeping up with syncing our iPads so that the previous
searches are not viewed by the next user. Do you have a suggestion on how to keep
up with protecting user data on iPads?
A: This isn’t my area of expertise so I’ll have to do a bit of research on this. I know the
Barrington Area Public Library (IL) has been using iPads for a while. You might want to
contact them. They’re a great library with a great staff.
Q: Are wireless TVs or projectors available for presentations?
A: There are wireless projectors on the market. I haven’t used one in a project so I’m
afraid I can’t offer much insight here.
Q: Do you use security cameras?
A: I’ve worked on projects with security cameras and security mirrors. I’ve also worked
on projects where they install a “dummy” camera that doesn’t work. It’s just there as a
warning. Demco has a selection of security mirrors available at demco.com.
Q: Do you allow food in the library?
A: I would highly encourage allowing eating and drinking in the library. It’s probably
within the top 10 of things that both teens and adults ask for in my focus groups. Of
course, the types of foods can be restricted. Although, I know several libraries that would
allow someone to order take out pizza to be delivered to the library, this isn’t for
everyone. Again, this is a policy decision, but many libraries are choosing to allow food
and drink, whether in the entire library or in a restricted area.
Q: The biggest most frequent users of our teen space are often ill-behaved. Do you
find that giving them a say in designing a teen room helps with behavior issues?
A: I would say yes. I’ve seen repeated success with teens in regard to this issue. Hands
down, if you have the “right” person working with the teens and treat them in a respectful
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and sincere manner they will positively respond. Getting them involved in the planning
and design process is a great teaching and skill building opportunity. It’s also a good
self-esteem booster and I’m guessing that lack of attention and low self-esteem could be
reasons for why they’re acting up in the first place.
The opening of a new space can also provide an opportunity to put some new rules into
effect. Have the teens help develop the guidelines for the use of the space and the
consequences for not following the rules. There will be more respect all around. In
addition, it never hurts to have all staff take a workshop in customer service and
understanding teen behavior.
Q: What is a good source for sound domes and speaker system?
A: I’ve had good success with Brown Innovations. In particular, I’ve been using their
Maestro speaker system, which has a little more flexibility than the domes, but they have
both and much more. See http://www.browninnovations.com/index.shtml. Of course
there are numerous other vendors like Brown in the marketplace.
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